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Social Dialogue 
Commission
Portugal Football League, Portuguese 
Players’ Union, National Association 
of Football Coaches and Portuguese 
Association of Football Referees met 
last Tuesday (31st July 2018), at Union 
headquarters, in Lisbon.
 
Pedro Proença, Joaquim Evangelista, 
José Pereira and Luciano Gonçalves, 
presidents of the respective institu-
tions, look at the new sports season and 
defined a working methodology in the 
context of social dialogue, as well as the 
deadlines for presenting conclusions.
 
Portuguese Players’ Union, as host, 
presented its “2018-2021 Strategic 
Plan – Value the Player, the Sport and 
the Community”, a document that sets 
the guidelines for the next triennium, 
highlighting the projects that can be 
developed in articulation with other 
institutional partners.

Subjects highlighted at the meeting 
of the Social Dialogue Commission:
 
- Violence in sport and the integrity of 
competitions;
- The use of young players;
- The competitive format and match 
calendar;
- The training and qualification of 
sports agents;
- The role of the League Audit 
Committee.

“We are aware that there are 
multiple structural problems which 
are difficult to answer and it’s not 
only depend of social partners 
its resolution, but we intend with 
this meeting to give a clear signal 
of commitment and concerted 
action in the defense of football, 
professional competitions and all 
involved.”
 
Joaquim Evangelista, Portuguese 
Players’ Union President

“We have worked together. The 
Disciplinary Regulation predicts 
aggravations in the next season, so 
we want a more positive football 
and we have given a signal of this. 
We want a responsible discussion 
and this is a clear signal that the 
stakeholders are united.”
 
Pedro Proença, Portugal Football 
League President



Link to the article: Link to the article: http://sjogadores.pt/?pt=news&op=OP_SHOW_DETAIL&id=9613
Link to the pictures: http://sjogadores.pt/?pt=fotos1520008795&op=OP_SHOW_DETAIL&id=9245
Link to the video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=44&v=M8ci1adspI4

“With these Council, Union will 
be even stronger and will count 
with the knowledge, the inte-
lligence and the experience of 
our glories. Portuguese players 
cannot be forgotten.”

Hermínio Loureiro, Portuguese Foo-
tball Association Vice-President

“This Council intends to honor 
the references of our football 
and to be a plural, active and 
respected space in sport. We 
want to preserve the collective 
memory, to benefit from the 
experience of those who gave 
the most to Portuguese football, 
to guarantee an active aging and 
that Portuguese glories continue 
alive.”

Joaquim Evangelista, Portuguese 
Players’ Union President

“I accepted this challenge wi-
thout reserves, having also pre-
sent, forgive me the immodesty, 
the role that I had, half a century 
ago already, on the creation of 
Union, in a politically very ad-
verse period of our country. This 
Council may constitute a good 
reason to improve sportive cul-
ture as a whole.”

António Simões, Veterans Council 
President


